
                                                                                                                                     

 

 

 

Test & experiment solution for determining COVID-19 impact at scale  

Trial Run is a data-driven, SaaS-based test management product built on AWS that lets companies test 

business ideas in-store and in-market in a simple, scientific, and scalable manner. Trial Run replaces un-

scalable manual testing and expensive alternative products. It helps companies understand the impact of 

never-before-done ideas and of rare, black swan events.  

Trial Run helps measure and refine strategies in a scientific and systematic manner through marketing, 

merchandizing tests, in-store experience tests, store operations tests, and more.  

Retailers typically struggle when conducting store-level experiments to determine what does and does not 

work prior to a large-scale rollout. Trial Run helps interpret how and why a test performed the way it did. 

This ensures decisions are backed by data and evidence-based analysis. 

Post-COVID world will bring a new normal in consumer behavior 

Unprecedented changes in consumer behavior, with no historical data to forecast accurately, can be 

validated with business experiments. 

Expected changes in behavior: 

Focus on health – increased demand for hygiene, cleaning, and staple products 

Click and collect programs, decline in in-store footfall 

Rise in conscious consumption – Consumers strive to limit food waste, shop more cost 

consciously, and buy more sustainable options 

Growing love for local – Consumers may move to buy locally sourced products  

Empower your teams to measure and refine strategies in a scientific and systematic manner  

 



                                                                                                                                                                     

 

 

Business Impact 

1. Reopening of stores with appointment-based entry | Experiment generated an 8% lift 

 

 

2. Opening stores on all days or only on weekends | Considerable footfall was observed, and the 

retailer decided to reopen all stores 

 

 

Solution Components  
 

 
 



                                                                                                                                                                     

 

 

 

How to Get Started 

Click here on our AWS partner solution finder listing or drop a quick note to trialrun@fractalanalytics.com. 

 

About Fractal: 

Fractal is an analytics and AI company, with over two decades of experience in 
institutionalizing data driven decision-making. We serve 60+ Fortune 500 companies across 
the CPG, retail, financial services, insurance, technology, telecom, media, healthcare, and 
life sciences verticals.  
Headquartered in New York, with 1700+ employees spread across 15 global offices, Fractal 
partners with clients by bringing artificial intelligence, engineering, and design together to 
enable decision-making process at scale. Fractal has built several cutting-edge AI product 
start-ups within its ecosystem across industries. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://pages.awscloud.com/partner-connect.html?partner-name=001E000001KdkpjIAB&languages=
mailto:trialrun@fractalanalytics.com?subject=Regarding%20Trial%20Run%20listing%20on%20AWS%20COVID-19%20page

